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T H E  S A T R A P ' S  C O R N E R

Brother
 Wi l l iam Webb

Brothers of the Atlantic Province,
 
Before I share my thoughts on the term and what the future holds, I would like for you all to join me in sending well
wishes to all of the graduates of the 2020 spring and summer term.  As the world is navigating through an
unprecedented time in history, I would be remiss not to take a moment to congratulate our newest crop of Graduate
Brothers.  The pomp and circumstance of commencement exercises was placed on hold, but that does not diminish
the achievements of this phenomenal group.  Even as the prospect of missing the opportunity to walk across the
stage or hear his/her name called became more probable, these Brothers were selfless and ever vigilant to protect
the people that mattered the most in their lives.  I salute all of our 2020 graduates, and I thank you all for the
memories that we have shared over the last few years.  I challenge you all to take the experience you have gained
from Kappa Psi and to pay it forward.  The profession of pharmacy will always need advocates and stewards, and I
have no doubt that you will uphold your oaths to serve our communities at large.  I hope that you continue to stay
engaged in with your Chapters and institutions as Alumni.  I am not alone in the realization that many of the mentors
and preceptors that I developed a relationship with had as much or an even greater impact on my perseverance and
development as a pharmacy student as some of the faculty at my university.   As we transition into the role of
practitioners, do not forget the potential lasting impact that serving in the role of a mentor to a younger Brother can
have on you and the future of the profession.
 
The spring of the 2020 term has been one ever evolving challenge, and with each new development the leadership teams
at the Chapter and Province levels have found innovative ways to stay engaged.  I am proud of the work that all of our
Brothers have been able to do thus far.  The strategies that we have developed to conduct the business of the Fraternity
virtually will be pivotal moving forward, and we must maintain momentum over the course of the next few months to
ensure a solidified plan for the fall.  As we move forward, it is a disappointment not to hold a physical Summer
Assembly.  We cannot replace the southern hospitality of the Brothers of Delta Lambda, but we can promise a variety of
programming and fun that will appeal to all of our Brothers.  Lastly, as I have thoroughly enjoyed working with our
Committees and Officers, I most look forward to sharing the accomplishments of the term with you as well approach the
end of August to coincide with our Summer Workshops and updates.  Please continue to stay updated with our social
media accounts and the email list serve to stay in the know.
 
The focus on the profession of pharmacy and promoting our Brothers will continue to be a priority albeit in a more
comprehensive view than I would have ever imagined at the outset of this term.  The current health and social climate
for our country puts us all in a unique position to magnify the vital role pharmacists can play within our communities
and connecting to them.  Many of the Brothers of this Province have volunteered their time and efforts to advocate for
equity and fairness for all citizens.  We will continue to raise awareness and develop platforms to tackle the issues of
disparities and bias impacting healthcare practices and outcomes, just as we supported our Brothers by showcasing
involvement in the #WhiteCoatsforBlackLives, #BlackLivesMatter, and other social justice protests.  As we prepare our
media campaign for American Pharmacists Month, reporting the role our Brothers have played in the patient care
process during the COVID-19 pandemic and highlighting how our skill sets and knowledge base can used to the benefit of
all communities regardless the demographic will be the goal throughout the month.  I want to thank all of our Brothers
for raising the expectations of engagement that we take in our communities with their advocacy and activism, and I
promise to stand beside you as we continue speak up for the profession and patients that we hold dear.

Proud to Be Your Brother ,

William Webb, PharmD
Atlantic Province Satrap | atlantic.province.satrap@gmail.com
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LESTER PIRI
ATLANTIC PROVINCE HISTORIAN

Brothers, 

Thank you for viewing the Summer 2020 Edition of the Atlantic Province Newsletter. This newsletter
depicts only a fraction of the hard work and commitment that our Brothers display from all 23
Chapters. Without the Brothers exercising our four cardinal principles: Industry, Sobriety,
Fellowship, and High Ideals, the progress of our beloved Fraternity would falter. It is an honor to
stand with the legions of pharmacists and pharmacists-to-be through the eminence of Atlantic
Province.  

I want to thank the Brothers of the Atlantic Province and the preceding Executive Committee for
giving me the opportunity to serve as the 2020-2021 Historian. This sacred fold is something that I
hold near and dear and I am proud to be able to serve my Province.  I also want to thank members
of the History Committee, for they have been a tremendous assistance on the mission of serving our
Province. 

THE EDITOR'S
NOTE
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AUGUST 23- AUGUST 30, 2020!

Sunday. August 23rd
3:30 - 4:30 pm - Financial Planning with Dr. Lillian Pedraza

5:00- 6:00 pm - Meet and Greet Social Hour

6:30-7:30 pm - Industry, Attitude Matters: A Guide to Professionalism

8:00-9:00 pm - The Future of Pharmacy with Dean Dipiro

Tuesday, August 25th
7:00-8:00 pm - Rituals and Insignia Workshop

Wednesday, August 26th
7:00-8:00 pm - Legislation Review: Constitution, By-Laws and Ordinances

Thursday, August 27th
7:00-8:00 pm - Chapter Media Presence

Sunday, August 30th
3:30-4:30 pm - CV Bootcamp

5:00-6:00 pm - Final Lap

6:30-7:30 pm  - Residency/Fellowship Panel

8:00-9:00 pm  - RxRadio Dr. Richard Waithe

Summer Workshop Series Agenda OTHER STORIES
INSIDE THIS
ISSUE:New Satellite

Launched - 3

SUMMER
BROTHERHOOD

DEVELOPENT SERIES
SAVE THE DATES!
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ATLANTIC PROVINCE
VIRTUAL RETREAT

More information will be
emailed to the Province.



CONGRATULATIONS
ARE IN ORDER!
The new Doctors of Pharmacy of the Atlantic Province

Class of 2020

Beta Xi
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Delta Lambda

Epsilon Phi

Epsilon Zeta

Dr. Lily Tran Dr. Rachel Thomasson Dr. Stacie Parker Dr. Joel Hamzaraj Dr. Deep Patel Dr. Taylor Gregory

Dr. Hillary Mosley Dr. Coretta Scott-Mosley Dr. Donna Unger Dr. Candace Canty

Dr. Katie Dr. Keeya Dr. Emily Dr. Chris Dr. Chenoa Dr. CB

Dr. Alexis Nanni Dr. David Song Dr. Ed Lee Dr. Emma Feder Dr. Emily Boesch Dr. Karl Kodweis Dr. Katie Comanici

Dr. Kelsey Mueller Dr. Larissa Madden Dr. Sheila Garcia Dr. Michelle Ton Dr. Starr Barrier Dr. Trusha Rana 
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Gamma Phi

Theta

Back Row L to R: Dr. Ryan Gibson, Dr. Cameron Czech, Dr. Parker Campanella, Dr. Stewart Foster, Dr. Travis King, and
Dr. Sherwyn Tenia.

Front Row L to R: Dr. Devin Woods, Dr. Ian Walker, Dr. SungHo Parker, and Dr. Brett Smith 

Back Row L to R: Dr. Felix Okotete, Dr. Spencer Roper; Middle L to R: Dr. Michael Long, Dr. CJ Wilson, Dr. Paul Dossett;
Front L to R: Dr. Ryan Oliver, Dr. Theo Vaggalis
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Gamma Psi

Gamma Xi

Dr. Gil Arquisola Dr. Andrew Blake Dr. Mewael Habtegabir Dr. Kasem Khan Dr. Alex Kilgore

Dr. Rodney Lester Dr. Marlon Paul Dr. William Webb

Dr. James Cranford Dr. Thomas Wells Dr. Sean Williams Dr. Clayton Rosenbaum 

Dr. Tej Patel Dr. Chuck Hennes Dr. Gregory James

Zeta Psi

Dr. Rhea Angeles Dr. Niccoline Sirri Dr. Jorden Wright Dr. Benjamin Hinton Dr. Bernadette Chukwu Dr. Cameron Brown 

Dr. Jade Quinn Dr. Kelaysia Weaver Dr. Mara Bland-Braxton Dr. LaTondra Morrow Dr. Austin Morris Dr. Tori Owens 
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Zeta Xi

Dr. Corey Bray Dr. Hannah Bray Dr. Mong Bui Dr. Melissa Crawford Dr. Laina Dabney Dr. Hannah Davidson

Dr. Kourtni Fandel Dr. Jacqueline Go Dr. Kayla Guss Dr. Korey Jones Dr. Taylor LaFrance Dr. Edwin McGee, Jr.

Dr. Hanna Mullins Dr. Kenneth Powell, Jr. Dr. Rema St. Fleur Dr. Kelsey Taylor Dr. Kenneth Turner II Dr. Alayna Wyre

Congratulations,
 Doctors!



CHAPTER UPDATES
Over the past few months, the COVID-19 pandemic

has brought unprecedented challenges to the society, which have also had

profound impacts to the brothers of Beta Xi in the spring semester and summer. Unfortunately,

we at Beta Xi chapter had to cancel some of our long-awaited events, including

the 50th Anniversary of the House, annual Tunnel Party and formal event. We

were still able to celebrate great accomplishments many times throughout the

semester. Our fundraising events for Reach Out and Read were a huge success. We

received generous donations from the successful social media campaigns by

sharing Dr. Seuss inspired pictures featuring brothers dressed up as characters

from his books. Our on-campus brothers continued to stay heavily involved with many

taking on new leadership roles at various organizations. Four second year

brothers were inducted into Rho Chi Honor Society, and two brothers were

inducted into Phi Lambda Sigma. Even though we couldn’t celebrate with the

newly graduated brothers in person, we started a Class 2020 Graduates Spotlight

on social media to recognize their outstanding achievement. While being distant

from each other, the brothers of Beta Xi have learnt to adapt to different ways

of working, learning, supporting and connecting with each other. Brothers of

Beta Xi have managed to utilize the Zoom Meetings to stay engaged. We have

successfully hosted virtual Zoom Meetings for the Cover Letter/LOI workshop,

and RASP info session. Over the summer, many brothers were fortunate to spend

the summer advancing their knowledge with internships at UNC Hospitals,

GlaxoSmithKline, John Hopkins Hospitals and more. We look forward to the time

when things return to normal again, and we can't wait to catch up and spend

more time with our brothers. Even though this year has been more challenging

than ever, we are grateful that we can always rely on one another for support

within our brotherhood!
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Beta Xi Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
The Gamma Xi chapter had a very productive year during the

2019-2020 school year. We initiated four new pledge brothers, and we are very

thrilled with their commitment to Kappa Psi and the profession of pharmacy. 

We held elections for new officer positions at the end of January 2020, and all

four new brothers jumped right in and took on leadership roles in our chapter.

Aditya Pradhan is our new vice regent and philanthropy chair, Tyler Goegeline

is our new social chair, Caleb Mosier is our new chaplain, and Blake Clamp is

our new historian. We are proud to see our new brothers get involved in

leadership and help push Gamma Xi forward. 

            

  This past year we partnered with a local non-profit organization Blanketing

Families to hold a clothing drive at UofSC. We set up a donations box in the

student lounge and had an overwhelming participation. Within the first few

days the box had overflowed with clothing ready to be distributed by the

wonderful people at Blanketing Families. We also partnered with Kappa Epsilon

to hold a bowling night to benefit breast cancer research. Our biggest

philanthropy event of the year would have been St.Baldricks, but unfortunately

the actual event was cancelled. Even though the in-person event was cancelled

two brothers were able to raise $700 to donate to cancer research. 

             

 During the COVID-19 pandemic our brothers have continued to stay in touch

with one another and were able to meet up once when the restrictions

permitted it. We are looking forward to starting in person chapter meetings

again when our semester starts up again. Unfortunately, our annual low country

boil and poker night with alumni had to be cancelled due to the pandemic. We

are hoping to move those events into the Fall 2020 semester so our new

brothers can meet our alumni.
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Gamma Xi Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
As we reflect on this past semester, we are

beyond satisfied with what we accomplished. Our active participation, not only

within Gamma Phi but with other organizations as well had a big impact on our

rush process. We were able to almost double the chapter by inducting sixteen

new brothers into the fraternity. Throughout the semester before COVID-19, the

Gamma Phi chapter was engaged in several philanthropic events such as

regular roadside pickups, volunteering at the Mercy Clinic, and we were able to

raise and donate $500 for ESP and $1000 to UGA Miracle which was the most

out of the entire College of Pharmacy. In addition to philanthropy events,

Gamma Phi had few social events which included a Super Bowl Party with our

sister sorority LKS and a KY Formal. This year we also had the privelege of

hosting the Atlantic Province Winter Assembly which was quite a success. We

would like to thank all the brothers that helped in the planning process and

during the event. We received comments from brothers of various chapters

congratulating us on a great weekend. We also want to congratulate again

brother Daniel Padron on representing Gamma Phi as the Atlantic Province's

Vice Satrap. Although COVID-19 has altered many other plans that we originally

had, we are continuing to find ways to impact our community and keep our

morale high. We look forward to collaborating more with other chapters on

finding ways to make a difference.
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Gamma Phi Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
As the virus outburst all across the United States, the

Brothers of Gamma Psi quickly adapted to a new platform of learning and serving

the community. During self-quarantine, Gamma Psi supported Reach Out and Read

along with the Brothers of Atlantic Province. Reach Out and Read is a 24-hour

challenge for all Chapters in the Province to donate and help get books into

children’s homes during the pandemic. We also want to give a special shout out

to our Brothers, Jonathan Vincent and Preston Skersick, for hosting a virtual

read along party with some Atlanta kiddos to brighten up their day.

 

Throughout the pandemic, the Brothers of Gamma Psi served

the community through their involvement with the local health department at

their COVID-19 testing sites. We are thankful for the opportunity to help serve

and educate our community in protecting one another from the virus. We are

fortunate as a Chapter, as our Brothers maintain good health during this time.

 

Our Chapter proudly stands and participated in the whitecoat

for black lives movement. As a result, the Chapter has donated $710 to the

Atlanta Solidarity Fund. We plan on continuing the support of the movement and

elevate black voices in our society.

 

Although we have not had our official initiation and transition

of new Brothers yet, the current executive board has already begun working with

prospects for their position next school year. Throughout this time, our

Chapter has held several zoom video calls regarding fraternity matters and

including Brother hangouts. We are excited to induct our new Brothers soon and

will look forward to seeing everyone on the virtual summer assembly!
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Gamma Psi Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
Before Spring Break, officers from the Class of 2022 were elected to replace the

outgoing Class of 2021 officers who were heading to their APPE rotations. Upon

return from Spring Break, however, the college was temporarily closed due to

Sars-Cov2, and events planned by the organization were consequentially put on

hold due to the nature of the events.

 

            Events are  planned to be restarted upon return to the campus, which is

currently at the time of sending to be in the Fall. These include fundraising and

the Feed My Sheep event. Until then, focus has been on distance learning by

the Class of 2022 while the Class of 2021 focuses on APPE rotations that are still

accepting students.
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Epsilon Delta Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
The Epsilon Zeta chapter, on the scenic campus of East Tennessee State University,

has many exciting updates that exemplify the willingness of its members to

remain actively involved despite unforeseen circumstances. Most notably, the

annual shift in leadership has allowed some our Brothers to embrace new roles

of authority and influence. We are excited to see how newly elected Regent Brad

Andrews & Vice-Regent Faisal Adam guide our close-knit chapter for the

upcoming academic year. In an effort to keep the chapter’s operations moving

smoothly, a number of contingency plans have been specially tailored to

accommodate any and all of the potential surprises that the fall semester may

bring. As an overview, the Epsilon Zeta chapter is committed to keeping older traditions

alive while implementing new, fresh strategies aimed at maximizing the Kappa Psi experience. 

 

              We have revamped our philanthropy focus and hosted several new fundraising events in

the past year. The 1st Annual Kappa Psi Golf Tournament was a hit

and served as sufficient revenue generator. Our Fall Fest was an excellent

opportunity to combine with other on-campus organizations and host a

school-wide social event for students & staff. Boo Bash, in October, was

another fun-filled gathering that encouraged chapter participation and brought

in ample funds. The spring formal, which we call the Apothecary Ball, was the

event of the year. The historic Carnegie Hotel was the host site; it

facilitated an elegant evening for all participants. Lastly, we were proud to

engage in the Angel Tree program designed to give underprivileged children a true Christmas. 

 

              Epsilon Zeta is proud of the accomplishments and selfless nature of its Brothers. So

many our members have gone above & beyond to demonstrate excellence in the

classroom while pouring into others in a plethora of ways. We look forward to another

gratifying year, full professional opportunities and rewarding experiences!
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Epsilon Zeta Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
As the end of our year approaches, our chapter held an election to select the

new officers and committee chairs for the upcoming year. We’re excited for the

future plans that the new officers have for us. 

 

Due to COVID-19, we transitioned to online classes so unfortunately, we couldn’t

plan any in person events. Even though this was a small detour for the events

we had planned, we plan on coming back stronger and more united. We have a

lot of event planning in the making, and we’re excited to see them through as

soon as on-ground classes start back up.

 

The brothers held a virtual Reach Out and Read raffle in which  people

purchased tickets to win two gift cards. The proceeds made from the raffle were

donated to Reach Out and Read since they aren’t currently accepting book

donations due to COVID-19. We are currently planning our Back to School Meet

and Greet, our Annual Womanless Beauty Pageant, as well as virtual attendance

for  Summer Assembly.  

We presented certificates via Zoom for our Brothers from the class of 2020 to

congratulate them on their achievements. Due to COVID-19, our 2020 graduate

brothers were unable to have an in-person graduation ceremony, so instead

they had a virtual graduation. 

 

Thank you to all of our Brothers working during this pandemic. Your selflessness

and willingness to help serve people is greatly appreciated.

Zeta Xi Chapter
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CHAPTER UPDATES
Wow! Where should I start? 2020 has been nothing but a crazy rollercoaster ride.

However, as brothers we have to continue to push through the hard times and

stick together. During this rough season we were able to award Brother Taylor

Bailey with the Zeta Rho Alumni Award, for her relentless support as a P4. Even

with the heavy workload as a P4 she managed to run the fundraising committee

and contribute a helping hand whenever it was needed. A solid and perfect

definition of how brothers should give back and help their chapter. In addition

to Brother Taylor Bailey receiving her award Brother Obinna Ekechukwu,

Brother Brandon Dang, and Brother Arrington Mason-Callaway all landed either

a fellowship and/or a residency. We are extremely proud of their hard work and

the examples they have laid forth for the brothers to come after them. Thank

you for setting the bar and beingthe model! 

 

With the many restrictions of COVID-19, we were unable to cross our Epsilon

class and a lot of our normal community service hours were suspended due to

Atlanta limiting us face to face contact with anyone. However, as brothers we

still continued to hang out with each other in settings of 10 or less to strengthen

our bonds and check on each other mentally and financially.  Additionally,

during the #BlackLivesMatter movement, a few brothers were able to go out

march and support in the fight against racism.

 

PTBYB

Jourber Romilus
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Zeta Rho Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
To kick off the New Year, a few brothers from the Zeta Psi Chapter attended
the Winter Assembly in Athens, Georgia. We had a great time strengthening
ties with our Atlantic Province chapter brothers. At the Assembly our brother
Kaelyn Benton-Hooker won the position of Atlantic Province Treasurer. We
were excited to witness her journey through this incredible opportunity. Our
brother Jacqueline Myers also received the Atlantic Province Brother of the
year award by demonstrating her ability to dedicate herself to Kappa Psi while
balancing school and her newborn son. For the month of February, the Zeta
Psi brothers worked together to raise awareness for Heart Health Month. The
brothers designed a poster board with a few facts about cardiovascular
disease as well as ways to improve your heart health. 

The Zeta Psi chapter has many things in stored for the month of March
including fundraisers and celebrating women’s history month. The Chapter will
also work to help spread awareness and understanding of Multiple Sclerosis,
by increasing knowledge of the disease and showing support to those whose
lives are affected.
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Zeta Psi Chapter



CHAPTER UPDATES
While these times have been filled with uncertainties for

all of us, Theta chapter has been working to stay active during this time. At

the end of April the 2020-2021 executive board took the reins from the previous

executive board that served and provided to our chapter tremendously. Benjamin

Mossholder became Regent, previously held by Shane Softy. Evan Meadows became

the 1st Vice Regent, previously held by Jiro Morales. Mosa Shahzada became the

2nd Vice Regent, previously held by Cole Bodine. Chinmay Bondugula became

Secretary, previously held by Andrew Zabala. Ryan DeGuzman became Historian,

previously held by Johnny Nguyen. Daniel Booth became Alumni Representative,

previously held by Joel Castillo. Finally, Sako Dayian became Sargent at Arms,

previously held by Jason Fulbrook.

The Summer also saw two new roles taken by Brothers of Theta chapter. Brother

Joseph Hunt has become our chapter’s webmaster, a position we have not had in

several years. One of our chapter goals for this upcoming year is to revitalize

our website, as well as increase our social media presence on Facebook and

Instagram. Brother Dean Bakoulas is also serving on behalf of Kappa Psi as the

IFC President at the VCU School of Pharmacy where he will be coordinating

events and meetings between Kappa Psi and the other pharmaceutical fraternities

at the school.

            

While the current social distancing necessitated our annual events Kappapalooza and the

Ryan Earl Cahoon Memorial Golf Tournament to be put on hold, Theta chapter has

become involved with remote volunteer work at our main philanthropy, the Center

for Healthy Hearts. The Center is an ambulatory care clinic that provides

healthcare to under/uninsured patients within the Richmond area. During this

time Theta chapter has been working from home to help with communications with

drug manufacturers to ensure that orders for medications that patients at the

Center take are being properly processed during this time.
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Theta Chapter



MATTHEW BROADWATER-BETA XI

BROTHER
SPOTLIGHT
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Beta Xi would like to submit Brother Matthew Broadwater for the Atlantic Province Brother
Spotlight. Matt was recently elected to the National Member at Large position for APhA-ASP
and served as the president of our school’s chapter during the 2019-2020 year. In addition to
his success within APhA, Matt is a member of the Rho Chi Honor Society and served as a Peer
Mentor for the incoming class of first year pharmacy students at UNC. Matt is an outstanding
brother and always willing to help out. Here’s what he has to say about his new role in APhA-ASP:

“I have been extremely involved within APhA-ASP throughout my time as a student pharmacist.
I have served multiple leadership positions at my local chapter within my school, going to a
plethora of conferences, serving as the 2019 National APhA Carl F. Emswiller Summer Intern in
Association Management and Leadership, and now humbly elected as the 2020-2021 APhA-ASP
National Member-at-large. The election and campaign process was supposed to occur at APhA
Annual Meeting this past March but due to COVID-19, this process was carried out virtually.
Every pharmacy school in the country voted on who they wanted to represent them and more
than 30,000 student pharmacists nationally. Within this position, there is a lot I wish to
accomplish. For the sake of brevity, I hope to provide student pharmacists more personal and
professional development opportunities, connect student pharmacists with key resources in
order to further their success, and establish deeper impacts within the community.”

Fun Fact: I have hiked a mountain that was in an official avalanche zone and on the cover of
National Geographic! (Big Four Ice Caves on Mount Baker, Washington)



ASHLYN TUCKER-DELTA LAMBDA

BROTHER
SPOTLIGHT
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Mary-Ashlyn Tucker, Delta Lambda’s current Regent, is a third-year
pharmacy student at Campbell University. She is a Kinston, NC
native and completed her undergraduate studies at Lenoir
Community College and Campbell University. Mary-Ashlyn’s love of
her community is evident through the numerous organizations and
events she has participated in during her time at Campbell. She
balances work, her studies, community, and Kappa Psi so
effortlessly. She radiates positivity and her determination to succeed
is second to none. Her peers would describe her as a natural born
leader who is stoic, poised, and is an individual they can always
depend on. She has navigated our Kappa Psi chapter through a
curriculum change, new rush and pledging policies, and currently
the COVID-19 pandemic. Our chapter could not nominate another
individual who is more deserving of this Brother Spotlight.



MADISON GILLESPIE-EPSILON DELTA

BROTHER
SPOTLIGHT
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The Epsilon Delta chapter of the Kappa Psi Atlantic Province would like to
nominate Madison Gillespie for the brother spotlight. Madison has been an
integral part in keeping our chapter moving smoothly during these uncertain
times. She has spent an incredible amount of time and effort making sure
every brother is kept up to date on what needs to be done when everyone is
spread all across the country in quarantine. Holding virtual meetings for new
officers to brief them on their newfound responsibilities, always willing to
answer any question without hesitation on what needs to be done and what
to look for moving forward. As she moves into her final year of rotations we
are eager to see how much impact her steadfast nature and willingness to
help carries her into a future pharmacy career.



TATE MESSER-EPSILON ZETA

BROTHER
SPOTLIGHT
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Our chapter would like to highlight the accomplishments of our brother, Tate Messer.
Tate is a 2018 initiate of Kappa Psi Epsilon Zeta and a rising P3 student at BGCOP.
Tate is a silent star of our chapter and upholds the values of this brotherhood through
is actions daily. He is currently the operation immunization chair for our school’s APhA
chapter and has stepped into this position after serving as the co-chair this past school
year. He assists in whatever needs are presented to him and make us proud in the
way he strives for high ideals daily. At his current job at a pharmacy intern at
Walgreens, he is truly a team player and works along side pharmacists who are
graduate brothers of Epsilon Zeta. This past winter, he volunteered to administer the
college president annual flu shot to highlight the relationship and integration of our
college of pharmacy with the rest of East Tennessee State University. Tate is an
unsung hero in our chapter, but his dedication to his brothers and the profession of
pharmacy does not go unnoticed. This upcoming year, he will be stepping into the role
of Sargent-At-Arms for our chapter and we expect nothing but the best from this
professional and welcoming member of our chapter.



ERICA HICKS- ZETA XI

BROTHER
SPOTLIGHT
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Erica Hicks is an uprising P2 student at South College School of Pharmacy. She has a
passion for traveling and helping others in need. Prior to starting pharmacy school,
she was a respiratory therapist for 6 years. Recently, she traveled to New Orleans to
assume this role during this COVID-19 pandemic. New Orleans was one of the areas
hit hard by the pandemic, due to lack of access to healthcare. As the hospitals
became full and healthcare workers became sick and overworked, there was a need
for anyone who had licensure to help. Erica learned about the opportunity on a
Saturday night around 11PM and caught the next flight the following morning. Her role
was to make sure that her patients would be able to continue to breath and watch for
any signs of distress or decline in the patient. She also helped assess patients’ need
for supplemental oxygen and discharge patients that were doing better. Erica is a
selfless person, whom loves putting others’ needs before her own. Not only has Erica
volunteered during the COVID-19 pandemic, but she also spends her breaks from
school on Medical Mission trips. Keep up the great work Erica! We are all so very
PTBYB!



MASON BADER- THETA

BROTHER
SPOTLIGHT
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Mason Bader is a rising P4 who has positively impacted Kappa Psi
Theta Chapter and VCU’s School of Pharmacy. Mason has gone
far and beyond his duties as pledge educator by creating several
proposals to make pledging an enjoyable experience despite the
pandemic. He paved the way to forming VCU’s very first chapter of
College of Psychiatric and Neurologic Pharmacists. His infectious
charisma and work ethic are qualities any great leader should have
and he is well deserving of a brother spotlight.
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